Abstract-The response of a Tokamak plasma to an additional heating pulse is enigmatic. This paper presents results of the dynamical response on the electron temperature, deduced from the soft X-ray emissivity profile, to additional Alfven Wave Heating Power. Most of this study used quasi-steady state sinusoidal modulation of the delivered r.f. power, but data are also included on the step-function response at the end of the r.f. pulse, and the impulse response to short periodic r.f. pulses. These different approaches all show similar behaviour of the radial profile of the response phase, which is dominated by a central flat region within the q = 1 surface, with, at the higher frequencies used, a minimum phase of close to 180'. Moving further outside the q = 1 radius the phase increases extremely sharply. This basic character of the phase profile is not altered by varying the calculated power deposition profile but is still defined by the q = 1 radius, demonstrated by a plasma current scan at constant toroidal field. In addition to the soft X-ray flux baseline modulation, the sawtooth period is modulated, but out of phase with r.f. power. These effects have been studied as a function of modulation frequency, plasma current, r.f. power and Alfven wave mode.
THE RESPONSE of Tokamak plasmas to additional heating remains extremely confusing, especially the reticence towards strongly modifying the electron temperature profile. When Alfven Wave Heating (AWH) is applied to the TCA Tokamak, a highly structured response is seen on the soft X-ray emissivity profile, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1 . The evolution observed has so far defied a simple explanation in terms of the radial positions of the AW resonance layers. The average soft X-ray fluxes, the sawtooth amplitude and the sawtooth period all change. Even at the r.f. turn-off there is no obviously simple pattern to the flux profile evolution. A more systematic technique in such cases is to study the harmonic response, and this paper presents results using this approach. Preliminary results in limited conditions have already been reported on D-I11 (JAHNS et al., 1986) , on W-VIIA (HARTFUSS et al., 1986 ) and on JET (JET TEAM, 1987) . The first two used square-wave modulated electron cyclotron heating, and the last sinusoidally modulated ICRF power. R.F. power sources have been equipped for such experiments only in the last few years. In principle, the response spectra should yield both the additional heating power deposition profile and the thermal conductivity profile, provided that the modulating frequency range is correctly chosen with respect to the electron energy confinement time ( l i o T~~) , provided that the energy absorption is local and direct, and provided that the heat transport is dominated by a local, linear, diffusive process. Our results will question the correctness of the latter provisions.
In Section 2 of this paper, the experimental procedures and the analysis techniques are described. Section 3 presents the data obtained from an analysis of the harmonic component of the soft X-ray signals and the response to different transients. Modulating the r.f. power also produces a harmonic modulation of the sawtooth period, discussed in Section 4. The implications of the results are discussed in Section 5, followed by a summary in Section 6.
E X P E R I M E N T A N D M E T H O D
The experiments described were carried out on the TCA Tokamak (R, a = 0.61, 0.18 m) with the following conditions: B, = 1.51 T, Ip < 130 kA, tie < 6.10'' m-3; the filling gas was deuterium. The additional heating was provided by Alfven Waves launched by 8 phase-coherent antennae. The TCA Tokamak has been described in detail by CHEETHAM et al. (1981) and the Alfven Wave excitation and heating experiments by COLLINS et al. BESSON et al. (1986) . The r.f. excitation frequency was 2.0 or 2.5 MHz, and the delivered r.f. power was less than 100 kW to obtain a quasi-steady state within the r.f. pulse, which lasted up to 80 ms, during the plasma current flat-top. This delivered power is to be compared with approximately 200 kW of ohmic heating power. The r.f. generator is a linear amplifier chain, allowing us to modulate the first, low power, pilot stage, to achieve high power modulation. A specific problem for modulation using Alfven Wave Heating is that the excited modes, and the positions of the continuum resonance layers, vary with the plasma density. Since the density increases strongly when the r.f. power is applied, we have so far been limited in the amount of r.f. power delivered while retaining a quasisteady state. On the other hand, varying the wave excitation conditions within one single discharge should lead to an extremely sensitive measurement of any sudden change in the response.
The major diagnostic for the experiments described was a 15 channel soft X-ray pin-hole camera viewing the plasma horizontally. This system has a channel spacing of about 18 mm, an equivalent channel width of 4-18 mm (centre-edge), and an adequate time resolution. The signals were filtered and acquired with an 80-160 ps sampling interval, compared with the 0.5-2 ms sawtooth period. Although the modulated r.f. power produces a modulated response of most plasma parameters, the only other diagnostic studied in detail so far was the 8-channel FIR (447 pm) interferometer which was used to confirm that the electron temperature modulation dominates the modulated soft X-ray response, as will be discussed.
The experimental conditions which we systematically varied were the frequency of the r.f. modulation (mostly in the range 3&500 Hz), the modulation depth (&90% peak-peaklmax.), the average r.f. power level and the plasma current over the range 55-130 kA. The Alfven Wave excitation mode was mainly (N, M) = (2, 1) where (N, M) are the dominant imposed toroidal and poloidal mode numbers, but was also changed to (N, M) = (4, 1) to search for an effect of the expected change in the power deposition profile.
The major part of both the experimental and analysis effort was devoted to the sinusoidal modulation experiments. The extraction of the modulated part of the experimental traces is delicate, when the pulse conditions drift (not a quasi-steady state), when the response might not be constant as a function of time, and, above all, when the number of cycles is limited by the requirement for some degree of time resolution of the measured dynamical response. We must also consider that the r.f. power modulation is not purely sinusoidal, and estimate the complex amplitude of the modulation of the driving function, the r.f. power, as well as that of the plasma diagnostic signals. We can then determine the relative phase and the response gain, respectively expressed as the opposite argument (a positive phase refers to a delay) and modulus of the complex ratio of the two modulation amplitudes. In what follows we shall refer to A(v) as the frequency dependence, for example, of any complex amplitude A, with its phase defined relative to the driving function. The notation A* refers to the normalized response equal to (A/(A))/PrfI
For quasi-steady conditions we could simply perform a Fourier Transform of the two signals, but this analysis proved to be inadequate for handling the shorter periods and slewing signals. The method of cross-power analysis corresponds to a similar treatment, used by JAHNS et al. HARTFUSS et al. (1986) . We have found that an improved procedure is to perform a true fit to the data using the leastsquares criterion. to a specified waveform y(t') given by
The coefficients corresponding to time t are considered valid for ( t -t'( < AT12 where the fit window has' a duration AT. Y(t) is the complex modulation amplitude to be estimated, v = 0 / 2 n is the modulation frequency, ( y ) ( t ) + d(y)/dt*(t' -t ) is the linear unmodulated drift plus offset of the background signal.
Using a full 4-variable fit allows us to treat any time interval, which is not the case if we separate the linear background and then analyse the residual, especially if the window contains a non-integral number of periods. This is easily seen on test data. We have only used a square weighted fitting window up to now. A second advantage of this fit is that its linear form allows an efficient fitting procedure to be used. An estimate for the error on the fitted values is then simply obtained from the fit covariance matrix, assuming standard distributions of the deviations. This procedure is quite expensive in computation, but we consider that it yields truer estimators during transient evolutions, than the simpler "filter-and-analyse" procedure.
Typically we were able to use 40 ms of steady state modulation to obtain the asymptotic response with minimal error. To follow the time-variation of the response amplitude and phase we reduced the window to 5-10 ms corresponding to 0.5-20 modulation cycles. The resulting error depends more on the analysis time window than on the number of cycles, due to the reduction in the modulation amplitude with increasing frequency. The r.f. power modulation experiments give very accurate and reproducible amplitude and phase profiles since the response is taken to be sinusoidal, and can be sampled over an arbitrarily long time, reducing the noise contribution.
On the other hand, the experiments which looked for a transient response or a step response were analysed using the relative time delays of some distinctive, but otherwise fairly arbitrary feature of the experimental traces in order to obtain a radial delay curve. These data are included in this paper due to the striking similarities of some of the experimental features using both techniques.
The analysis of the sawtooth period zsT is delicate due to the presence of the m = 1 oscillations and the change in the shape of the sawtooth waveform during the r.f. pulse. We adopted a fairly simple definition, timing the zero-crossings of the highpass filtered data. This analysis was adequate for the large changes in period which were measured. Although modulating the sawtooth amplitude, but not the baseline, will lead to a non-zero Fourier component, as seen on JET by GAMBIER (1987) , our results show such a large amplitude of the baseline modulation, that we do not need to separately treat the sawtooth crash amplitude. Samples of data analysed by taking the end of each crash as the base line, showed an insignificant change in the response phase or amplitude.
We finish this section by discussing the significance of the results derived from the soft X-ray signals. The main advantages are that the spatial and temporal resolutions are perfectly suited to measure smooth values of the energy deposition and transport profile. The analysis of the global magnetic signals (Ddia or p + lJ2) is complicated by the shell time which corresponds to the frequency range explored, and leads to a 45' phase error even at the low frequency of 100 Hz.
The disadvantage is that the soft X-ray flux after passing the beryllium filter is not a direct measurement of electron temperature, but a line-integral of the emissivity QX(r) z &r). T,(r)"('*'.J[Zeff, Zi). The radial profile is, however, extremely peaked, allowing us to forgo an Abel inversion in the standard analysis; the conclusions are not altered by such an additional treatment. The following problems do, however, remain: (i) Since we are viewing horizontally, radial deformation of the equilibrium will modulate the signal seen by the pin-hole arrangement. We estimate this correction to be negligible at the 10% level with respect to the observed signal modulation;
(ii) The flux depends on the plasma density which is itself modulated by the r.f. power. Figure 2 gives the phase and amplitude of the density fluctuations, obtained by Abel inverting the projected profile before fitting to the modulated waveform; the density modulation is small, typically less than 1% above 100 Hz in the central region of the plasma, where it has no effect on the soft X-ray modulation; towards the edge, the relative density modulation reaches 3 4 % . where it causes a 6-8% modulation in the soft X-ray flux, compared with 60% modulation observed; the phase starts near 0" at the plasma edge and rises to 180" in the centre at 150 Hz;
(iii) A modulation of the impurity contribution is in principle possible by modulating the electron temperature, thereby changing the charge state equilibrium, or by modulating the impurity influx. We do not consider that either of these effects is large enough to significantly perturb our results. The bolometer sees very little modulation of the radiated power;
(iv) The variable dependence on the electron temperature as a function of radius [c((T,) varies from the center to the edge from say 2-4 for 25 pm Be], prohibits us from evaluating the radial profile of Te(r)/(Te(r)). However, the phase of the modulation is unaffected, and none of the following discussion requires a calibration of the temperature modulation.
As a result of these arguments, we take the modulation of the soft X-ray signals to be due to an electron temperature modulation, as did JAHNS et al. (1986) .
S O F T X -R A Y D Y N A M I C A L R E S P O N S E
In the following sub-sections we firstly present the raw soft X-ray data from a typical r.f. power modulation experiment. Then, the radial profile of the response is looked at as a function of the modulation frequency; links are made to results for step response and impulse response data. The excited Alfven Wave mode is then changed to vary the theoretically calculated power deposition profile. A plasma current scan at fixed toroidal field explores the effect of qa, both for the harmonic response and the step response. Finally we present data on the dependence on the r.f. power level used, and the time-dependence of the response gain. The implications of the data presented in this section are discussed later in Section 5. All the data in this present section refer to the signals from which the sawteeth have effectively been filtered out by using the imposed harmonic fit as described in Section 2.
Raw experimental data
Two typical modulated r.f. discharges are shown in Fig. 3 (a, b) . In the first case the r.f. power is modulated throughout the r.f. pulse; in the second, the modulation is gated on for the last 30 ms of the r.f. pulse. both discharges are modulated at a frequency of 150 Hz with a modulation amplitude of 30 kW.
The three soft X-ray channels shown in the figure, r = 0.0, 0.071, 0.141 m are all modulated to a depth considerably greater than the sawtooth crash variation. The harmonic fit is not, therefore, simply picking up the sawtooth amplitude and period modulation, which is also illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The signal modulation, and the line-averaged density, reach a steady state for the last 30 ms in both cases, and this full window was used for the most accurate determination of amplitude and phase, as discussed in Section 2. Both modulation response phase and amplitude are very strong functions of the plasma minor radius. At this low modulation frequency, the amplitude and phase are easily gauged by eye, although at higher frequency the fitting procedure yields parameters which are not visible. In the following we discuss the coefficients obtained from the 4-parameter fit.
Frequency variation
The frequency of modulation was varied from v = 20-500 Hz with a roughly constant power modulation depth. Figure 4 shows the amplitude and phase of the response as a function of the modulation frequency from 100 to 300 Hz for three diodes, r = 0.0, 0.071, 0.106 m. The phase of the outer channel (rla z 0.6) is large at high frequency, close to 360", which could be confused with a prompt response with zero delay. The phase as a function of frequency must be continuous from 0" at zero frequency, which requires the apparent 27t ambiguity to be resolved as a true 360" phase. This is also clear from the gated modulation case, Fig. 3(b) , in which the outer diode is fully modulated after nearly one full cycle, and remains modulated even after the r.f. turn-off, again for close to a full cycle.
The amplitude dependence on frequency, /A*(v)j shows a roughly l / v dependence on all three diodes, as we might expect for an integrating system relating dTJdt to Prf. The phase dependence is close to a v1I2 dependence, as will be discussed in Section 5.
The full radial profiles of amplitude and phase are shown for the different fre- quencies in Fig. 5 , for one given experimental condition. There are two distinct radial zones. The central region within q = 1, out to a radius of 0.07 m, has an almost flat phase profile, with a tendency to be slightly convex with a higher phase on axis, especially at higher frequency. Outside this region the phase is much larger, with a sharp jump between the two regions, beyond the resolution of the diode array. In this second region the phase tends to increase with radius, except at the highest frequencies (v > 300 Hz).
In the inner region the response gain is fairly flat, less than O.S%/kW at 100 Hz. In the outer region the modulation of the soft X-ray flux is much stronger, up to 2%/kW at the same frequency. This large relative modulation towards the edge of the plasma might be considered surprising, as we would imagine an attenuation of any modulated temperature perturbation as it travels outwards. In fact the amplitude profile resembles that of the sawtooth crash relative amplitude, shown in Fig. 5(a) as a dashed line. The origin of this dependence is assumed to be a mixture of the density profile effect and the temperature exponent r(TJ increasing at the lower temperature towards the edge of the plasma.
The regular form of the data in Figs. 4 and 5 illustrates that the measurement accuracy is adequate to describe the large variations in the gain and phase found in the experiment.
Non-harmonic response
It is interesting to see whether the dynamical response obtained with harmonic modulation bears any resemblance to the dynamical response to other irregular changes in the plasma. Figure 6 shows the raw data obtained under different transient conditions. In Fig. 6(c) we simply cut the r.f. pulse; in Fig. 6 (b) the density evolution crossed the (n, m) = (2,O) Discrete Alfven Wave eigenmode, causing a change in the predicted power deposition profile as well as a clear spike in the delivered r.f. power; in Fig. 6(d) we preprogrammed a series of short r.f. pulses and in Fig. 6(a) , with no additional r.f. heating, the gas-valve was suddenly closed. In all these cases there is a marked response on all soft X-ray channels, at a time varying from one diode to another. Figure 7 collates the data from these discharges, plotting the delay of a marked feature as a function of minor radius. In this case the signal maximum is used to identify the propagation. There is a striking resemblance between the delay profiles for all four transient responses and the harmonic response profile, although the times are not identical. The harmonic response delay for an outer diode at a frequency of 500 Hz is 2.0 ms which is not far from the measured transient values.
The same flat region with a low delay is followed by a rising delay further out. The similarity of a non-r.f. discharge suggests that the response may be general to any disturbance, rather than being a property of the additional heating. Figure 6 (d) shows a variation in the transient response from the first pulse, due to which the outer diodes respond only after a delay, to the last pulses after which the outer diodes respond negatively immediately and positively after the same delay as before. This negative excursion, explained in harmonic response terms by the large phase of the outer diode, disappears if the spacing between pulses is increased to 20 ms, but is always present if the r.f. power waveform contains some continuous pedestal, as in the case of sinusoidal modulation.
Variation of the r$ excitation mode
Varying the excited Alfven Wave mode numbers is predicted to vary the power dissipation profile, assumed to be fairly local to the Alfven Wave resonance layers. Two attempts have been made to exploit this variation in power deposition profile.
Firstly we looked at the time-resolved harmonic response as the density evolved during the r.f. pulse. The increasing density causes the resonance layers to move outwards so as to continuously satisfy the resonance condition in which (n, m) are the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers, q(r) and p(r) are the local values of safety factor and mass density. We would expect, therefore, that the phase and possibly the gain of the response would be sensitive to this evolution, at least at some minor radius. Such an experiment is shown in Fig. 8 , where the temporal evolution of the phase profile is represented by a contour plot of the cosine of the phase, a value of 0 corresponding to a phase of 270". Although during this discharge the density increased from 2.5'1019 m-3 to 5.0. l O I 9 m-3, pushing the resonance layers outwards, no significant modification of the phase profile can be measured, especially in the upper half where the diode array resolution is better. In principle this type of experiment should be extremely sensitive to any sudden variation, due to the inherently good resolution within one discharge.
Secondly, we varied the excitation mode structure from ( N , M ) = (2, 1) to ( N , M ) = (4, l), with the results shown in Fig. 9 . Although the curves do show slight variation, the calculated deposition profile, which is characterised in the case of the ( N , M ) = (4, 1) excitation by edge localised resonance layers, is clearly not determining the fundamental form of the response curves.
Effect of plasma current
A plasma current scan was carried out, at fixed magnetic field, over the range of 55-121 kA (y, from 6.8 to 3.2). Figure 10(a,b) shows the harmonic response gain and phase for one frequency, 100 Hz, although the experiments were performed from 100 to 300 Hz leading to identical conclusions. All curves show the same fundamental form seen in the previous sections. However, this time the scan produces a dramatic change in the size of the inner region, which shrinks as q, increases. The central current profile is considered to shrink with increasing q,, usually well approximated by rq= z aiq,. A phase contour plot in the (r, Z , ) plane [Fig. lO(c)] shows that this shrinking is parallel to the sawtooth inversion radius, and is close to the a/q, approximation.
Again, we have attempted to relate these observations to an arbitrary transient response, in this case the r.f. turn-off. Figure 11 shows delay curves, similar to those produced for Fig. 7 , for three values of plasma current giving qa = 3.1,4.0, 6.8. Again there is a shrinking of the inner region.
The general shape of the phase profile bears some resemblance to a purely diffusive 
Power dependence
All the results described in the previous subsections were obtained using a roughly constant r.f. power modulation depth. Before we attack the question of the power dependence of the response gain and phase, we must recognize that the gain is not constant during the full r.f. pulse. an effect which is visible in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 12 we present the harmonically modulated part of the fits to the r.f. power and the central chord soft X-ray signal. When the r.f. power is modulated from the beginning, Fig.  12(b) , the ratio between the amplitudes is constant at its asymptotic value after 30 ms, as it is for the full duration of the gated modulation, Fig. 12(a) . During the first 40 ms of the fully modulated discharge the ratio increases towards the asymptotic value. Throughout the modulation the phase is constant.
Having isolated this effect, Fig. 13 presents the power dependence of the response amplitude, estimated during the last 40 ms of an 80 ms r.f. pulse with an r.f. power d.c. level of 40 kW. It clearly demonstrates that for this power level a linear response regime is reached after 40 ms. The response of a set of discharges including higher r.f. power d.c. levels is analysed during the last 10 ms of a 50 ms r.f. pulse. The gain times the radian frequency, olA*l, for a frequency range of 10C~500 Hz, is a decreasing function of the modulation depth, Fig. 14 , showing that these discharges are not in a linear response regime. Nevertheless the phase in these conditions does not depend on the modulation depth, indicating that this non-linearity is a pure amplitude non-linearity. This result implies that when the r.f. power is turned on, the plasma requires a minimum time with r.f. before it can respond linearly in amplitude to the power modulation, although the phase is immediately established. This may be equivalent to a limit on the slew rate of a plasma parameter when we superimpose 180'
.
6 . the low frequency turn-on to the r.f. pulse onto the modulation. Comparing Figs. 12(a,b), it is clear that the turn-on of the r.f. pulse is responsible, and not the start of the modulation. It is tempting to draw a parallel between this modulation "efficiency" and the reduction in confinement usually observed during additional heating in Tokamaks. Such a study will be a natural sequel to this paper.
-
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M O D U L A T I O N O F T H E S A W T E E T H
Changes in the sawtooth period have already been noted during AWH experiments on TCA, and were related to changes in the deposition profile consequent to changes in the excited spectrum (BESSON et al., 1986 ). The modulation experiments described in the preceding section also systematically produced a periodic modulation of the sawtooth frequency 1/rsT as well as the sawtooth slope dA,,/dt (Fig. 3) . The sawtooth period is significantly modified, from 0.8 to 1.4 ms in the examples shown with a 150 Hz modulation frequency. The periodic modulation is clearly not in phase with the r.f. power, and the relationship between the two is most apparent on a Lissajou plot of period versus r.f. power, for several modulation frequencies and amplitudes, Fig. 15 . The relative phase close to 90" implies that the r.f. power is not the direct cause, but that its integral causes an increase in sawtooth period. Since this phase-shift is strong at a modulation frequency of 100 Hz, its integration time constant must be longer than the sawtooth period. At low frequency, iess than 50 Hz, we recover a tracking of the density dependence of the sawtooth period, with no hysteresis in the Lissajou plot. The variation of the sawtooth period initially increases with the modulated r.f. power but is fairly constant above 40 kW p-p. As the frequency is increased the upper and lower period bounds converge towards the unmodulated period (Fig. 16) . The r.f. power modulation is therefore producing both an increase and a decrease with respect to the unmodulated case. At lower plasma current the variation is smaller, being unmeasureable below Zp = 89 kA (qo = 5 ) due to noise on the estimate of the sawtooth period.
At first it was considered that the effect of the r.f. power modulation might be analogous to results obtained by GAMBIER (1987) on JET. In the results presented here, however, we have shown that the period modulation is sinusoidal with a frequency much lower than the sawtooth frequency, and cannot be attributed to a statistical explanation. Similarly, the phase lag shows that the instantaneous r.f. power is not, in our case, responsible for the modulation. This has been confirmed by modulating the r.f. power rapidly compared with the sawtooth frequency (v up to 3 kHz), in which case no effect on the crash probability was detected. The change in period is not caused by the density modulation, nor can it be simply attributed to a modulation of the q = 1 radius, as the sawtooth inversion radius remains constant within the statistical variation ( k 2 mm). In the absence of a clearly accepted sawtooth model, it is difficult to propose a mechanism by which the period is modulated.
The hysteresis in Fig. 15 has several implications, however. Firstly, since the hysteresis is a function of frequency, the evolution of the sawtooth period will depend upon the rate at which the experimental conditions evolve. The large change in sawtooth period observed when crossing an Alfven Wave eigenmode, or threshold, was in fact much less marked when the experiment was repeated very slowly in more "controlled" conditions! It is clear that we cannot ever succeed in stabilising the spectral conditions in the long sawtooth period region, since this is an inherently transient or dynamical phenomenon. Secondly, the result has an importance in interpreting the deposition power in terms of the central value of d W,,(O)/dt obtained from the sawtooth ramp . Although the energy derivative has to come from somewhere, the fact that it is not in phase with the applied r.f. modulation puts a question mark on the interpretation as evidence of a direct power transfer from the wave. The steady state results reported by JOYE et al. could not show up this discrepancy, illustrating the extent to which the harmonic modulation provides extra information.
D I S C U S S I O N
In this section we preliminarily interpret the phase and amplitude profiles obtained in Section 3 from the harmonic modulation experiments. In slab geometry, with a given directly thermalised and localised power source, and with ne and ze constant, the diffusivity leads to a travelling temperature perturbation whose phase delay in the region where there is no power deposition will be proportional to ( V /~, )~I~A X , where xe is the thermal conductivity and A x is the distance from the localised source.
The phase at the source, where the time derivative of the temperature is directly related to the power, will be a maximum of 90" at the highest frequency. Figure 4 shows a v'I2 dependence superimposed on the phase spectra for the three radii, and the agreement is generally good except near the minimum phase point where the frequency dependence of IA*(v)l is stronger than VI. In cylindrical geometry the v1I2 dependence is retained, whereas the radial variation will depart from the proportionality in A x of the simple mentioned slab relation. Nonetheless we can deduce a lower limit on xe in the central region of flattish phase, yielding xe > 5 m2 s-'. This large value is in agreement with our understanding of transport within the q = 1 radius being very rapid, dominated by the sawtooth activity. The large jump in phase at the q = 1 radius must, in a simple model, correspond to a region of higher thermal insulation.
The full information is, however, more enigmatic than this simple picture. Some of the data support a simple deposition and diffusion model, and some contradict such a model. The v1/2 diffusive nature of the phase spectrum at all radii would suggest the presence of a local source away from all these measurement radii. The existence of such a local source will also automatically imply the presence of a local maximum of lTel/(Te), provided that the modulation frequency is greater than a critical frequency proportional to which should be satisfied in our experiments at the modulation frequencies used. There are in fact indications that such a maximum may exist inside, but always near the edges of the inner region (Fig. 5) . This radial position also corresponds to the radius of minimum phase which is an essential requirement for the localised deposition plus diffusion model. However, two problems remain. Firstly the minimum phase radius is governed by the value of q, and not by the assumed physics of Alfven Wave Heating. Secondly, the minimum phase is much too high. In Fig. 4 , the minimum phase at maximum frequency is never less than 155", incompatible with the 90" permitted by a local integration of the locally deposited power. The errors in the measurements could not total more than 35" in the worst imaginable case.
One possible explanation for this result is that there is in fact a point of minimum phase, at 90", but that it is extremely narrow in radial extent. It could not, therefore, be measured with our soft X-ray array with its 18 mm resolution at that radius. The rapid phase jumps inside and outside the minimum phase radius would imply a very narrow region of high thermal insulation on both sides of the source radius, where q = 1, for all observed conditions. This argument leads to a result which is strangely similar to that of the TFR GROUP (1987) with pellet injection, in which the ingoing cold front suddenly stopped at the q = 1 surface. Similarly the LHRH experiments on ASDEX showed that the electron heating was limited to within the q = 1 radius ( STEIYMETZ et al., 1987) . At low plasma current the q = 2 surface is also well within our observed radii, although no such discontinuity has ever been seen associated with it. Instead of being spatially averaged out, a narrow minimum phase region might be temporally smoothed out if its position varied, or if it rotated as a rigid structure.
Alternatively, if we accept that the minimum observed phase is correct, then we could explain the delay in terms of an additional mechanism creating a second order system with another time constant. In this case this indirect mechanism equivalently absorbs and releases the r.f. energy, allowing the minimum phase to increase to 180" at high frequency. In the case of minority heating (JET TEAM, 1987) such an intermediate mechanism was postulated to generate the v -' frequency dependence of the response amplitude, although no data were given on the phase. In the case of Alfven Wave Heating, the wave damping rate by Electron Landau Damping could not generate a significant delay, nor could the thermalisation of the slightly non-Maxwellian parallel driven electrons. Transport via the ions would provide an ideal candidate, but electron-ion power flow is relatively insensitive to the ion temperature in our conditions and the measured ion temperature modulation is small. A possible hypothesis is that part of the r.f. energy is stored as a current profile modification which can release its energy to the electrons. Current diffusion provides a long time-constant integration, allowing an extra 90" phase to be added. A modulation of 10% in /? would need of the order of 10% modulation in lJ2. An advantage of this hypothesis is that the current profile change might somehow be able to release its energy predominantly at the q = 1 radius, in agreement with our data. The role of the q = 1 surface is then to provide a local additional power "acceptance" point from which any electron temperature profile modification must originate. This hypothesis would also be supported by other experimental evidence on TCA which indicates a change in 1, during the r.f. pulse (BESSON et al., 1987) . It might also suggest a link with the modulation of the sawtooth period.
To summarize, we find that the diffusive form of the phase spectrum requires that one of the following models must apply:
either (a) the r.f. energy is accepted in phase with the r.f. power, over too fine a radial extent to be seen, and at a radius which is given by q = 1 and not by the A1fvt.n Wave resonance condition. The local thermal conductivity on both sides is so low that the phase increases by 9Ck-180" within the spatial resolution; or (b) the energy deposition occurs close to the q = 1 surface, independently of the Alfven Wave resonance condition, but is delayed by a higher order element in the system causing a minimum phase near 155".
S U M M A R Y
The wide experimental range of modulation frequency and plasma currents used in these experiments has brought out new features to modulation experiments. The form of both the amplitude and phase profiles is dominated by the role of the q = 1 surface during Alfven Wave Heating. The phase in the centre of the plasma is larger than a simple model would predict, and the minimum phase, near q = 1, is just less than 180". Simply examining the response amplitude would not have highlighted the discrepancies. Two types of explanation have been discussed, without being able to confirm either of them. The similarity of the phase profile following imposed perturbations in ohmic discharges has been remarked on. The sawtooth period is modulated by the r.f. power, but 90" out of phase. Since previous modulation experiments have not explored the extra information available in the relative phase, we cannot state whether these observations are peculiar to Alfven Wave Heating or are more general.
